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Introduction
We understand our humanity more deeply through placing it in a histori-
cal perspective, and comprehend our own and other’s cultures more cogni-
tively acutely through knowing about their echoes in the past. Such echoes 
resonate powerfully in literary texts, and engaging with works such as e 
Tale of Gilgamesh, Genji Monogatari, Beowulf, or the plays of Shakespeare al-
lows one to travel through time and across cultural borders whilst also en-
countering truths universal to the human condition. Such ideas are oen able 
to be crystalized powerfully and yet idiomatically and economically in poet-
ry. Reading William Wordsworth’s British nature sonnets, for example, which 
criticized the growing industrial materialism of early 19th century Britain, 
can oer a deeper historical and critical perspective on contemporary prob-
lems such as globalization and global warming. Literature such as poetry thus 
gives one the ability to view the world through dierent perspectives, cul-
tures, countries and time periods, yet also allows us to tap into the universal 
human experience, and gives voice to our voiceless thoughts. Indeed, in the 
words of Seamus Heaney, what poetry does most essentially is to “fortify our 
inclination to credit promptings of our intuitive being” and aids us to “say in 
the rst recesses of ourselves, in the shyest, pre-social part of our nature, Yes, 
I know something like that too” (206)．e more poetry one reads, the more 
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one discovers that things written in verse by other people oen correspond to 
and are qualied by one’s own life experiences.
Yet, while containing universal properties, poetry is also a very culturally 
specic artifact, and, as Elizabeth Barrett Browning noted in “Aurora Leigh”, 
“if there’s room for poets in this world…eir sole work is to represent the 
age, eir age.” Literature such as poetry is thus a product of and a negotiated 
response to specic cultural communities. To understand a literary text may 
well help one to understand the culture which underpins it, yet, in an L2 con-
text such as Japan, the cultural background of English literature may also 
prove to be an obstruction for reading students, preventing them from grasp-
ing meaning. Indeed, the role of authentic literature in the English classroom 
occupies the center ground of a continuing pedagogic debate amongst practi-
tioners and theorists; some maintain that introducing authentic literary texts 
into the language classroom causes comprehension problems that drive stu-
dents away from English texts (Waring 44) while others posit that arming 
students with such skills is vital for uency and cultural acquisition (Kramsch 
1)．
It is therefore important, as Brumt observes, that practitioners choose lit-
erary texts carefully, deciding “exactly what books are most appropriate at 
what levels̶these are questions for teachers to address” (92)．Of particular 
interest to this study, however, is the application of poetry in English in an L2 
context, and this paper will discuss how poetic verse by William Wordsworth 
was taught to Japanese university cultural studies students to explicate some 
of the key ideas underpinning Romanticism. Poetry is complex, dense, and 
relies heavily on abstract and metaphorical allusions, yet it can also be used 
to convey cultural and ideational properties in a practically linguistic and vi-
sually accessible way. is is particularly true of the poetry of Wordsworth, 
which, as he outlined it in the “Preface to Lyrical Ballads”, was intended to 
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convey “the real language of men in a state of vivid sensation” (250)．
Cultural Specicity in Literature
Introducing authentic English poetry to Japanese university students as a 
classroom reading resource aords benets which are admittedly not always 
readily quantiable. However, several scholars have identied that the inclu-
sion of literature adds an important cultural and liberal humanist element to 
study. Literature is also well-placed to act as a source of cultural knowledge in 
L2 and Parkinson and Reid-omas observe that reading literature promotes 
cultural understanding and awareness, exemplifying the extent to which it 
can be seen as a natural medium of cultural expression in foreign language 
teaching. Literature, therefore, can be considered as a truly authentic cultural 
resource that, once engaged with, widens the readers’ purview and opens up 
new vistas of cultural engagement because, as Brumt argues great literature 
presents “the complexity, subtlety, richness̶and indeed uniqueness̶of each 
human experience expressed through metaphor and the working of the hu-
man imagination” (91)．For these reasons the instructor felt that introducing 
Japanese university cultural studies students to specic Romantic poems by 
Wordsworth would yield cultural benets that would outweigh any inevitable 
comprehension problems.
Teaching Poetry Qualitatively
e rst element to consider when attempting to explicate literary content 
in a foreign language is the matter of apposite text selection. A great deal of 
care is needed in achieving the optimum mean between comprehensibility 
and complexity. Whilst a number of literary forms, such as novels, novellas 
and short stories can be considered when planning a literary curriculum, for 
the purposes of this project poetry was chosen due to its brevity of form. e 
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instructor felt that poetry would be perfect for in-depth L2 classroom analy-
sis of authentic literary language as the time consuming process of reading a 
novel could be negated without lessening the complexity level. erefore, in-
stead of using long texts such as novels to teach and explicate Romanticism, 
students were instead given shorter selections of literature such as poetry that 
could be individually keyed to specic cultural themes and vocabulary which 
could be discussed in class. Poetry is complex, dense, and relies heavily on 
abstract and metaphorical allusions. Yet it also has practical properties, and it 
can be used to gi reading students valuable examples of how lexical chunks 
of language collocate and form, as Wittgenstein contends, family relation-
ships, and just as people relate to each other through socially embedded lan-
guage so language “is the family of structures more or less related to one an-
other” (4)．In addition, poetry can be easily consumed within class time, 
aording the teacher a number of chances to distribute texts and obtain swi 
student feedback during the course of a lesson.
Characteristics of the Learners
e students chosen by the instructor to study poetry were third year cul-
tural studies writing majors enrolled within the English Humanities Depart-
ment at a private Japanese university in Tokyo. Whilst some members of the 
group had previously encountered literature in English before embarking on 
the course, others had no prior experience, presenting the instructor with a 
diering range of levels and expectations. Yet it was felt that this contrast in 
student background, experience and study interests would add more depth 
and contrast to classroom practice. e primary purpose of the cultural stud-
ies third year writing program was to improve students’ academic composi-
tion in English by giving them a number of culturally focused topics to write 
about. e instructor therefore taught both writing composition and cultural 
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content; students were introduced to some of the overarching epistemological 
discourses that have dominated Western cultural history, and were required 
to write an essay about one of these periods by answering a question of their 
choice from a selection given by the teacher. e major language of instruc-
tion was English and, during the rst semester, students were led, via a com-
bined audio-visual and factual text-based approach, from the Greco-Roman 
Age to the Renaissance. Students were introduced to Romantic poetry during 
the second semester of their cultural studies program, having previously 
studied several more Western cultural epochs such the Enlightenment and 
the Industrial Revolution that led up to the Romantic period. Whilst students 
had been given short and simplied reading handouts to aid their under-
standing of these previous cultural periods, the Romanticism classes were the 
rst time that they were formally introduced to authentic English poetry, and 
in particular the sonnet form, during the cultural studies course.
e Consolations of Romanticism
e cultural movement now known and described as Romanticism placed 
paramount importance on the imagination, and bestrode a period of politi-
cal, social, and economic change. Works by Wordsworth, Coleridge, Blake, 
Byron and Shelley greatly underpinned the Romantic Movement and, 
through poetry, supported an epistemological rebellion that was taking place 
against the empirical, rational faculties of the Enlightenment. Such texts per-
petuated the idea that culture should function as a vehicle for romantic con-
templation, rather than logical utility, being dened by Keats as “negative ca-
pability” (1015)．e instructor therefore chose to teach such poetry because 
of its central importance to the Romantic period; it could thus be employed 
as an authentic pedagogic device to help explicate the cultural studies stu-
dents’ understanding of Romanticism as an epistemological discourse. Yet it 
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was also felt that such poetic texts contained specic historically socio-cul-
tural themes (such as Romanticism’s opposition to the Industrial Revolution) 
that would connect with contemporary concerns familiar to Japanese stu-
dents’ lives such as global warming and pollution. While the instructor 
wished to teach Romantic poetry, selecting individual texts and authors was a 
more problematic, vexing challenge, and necessitated choosing poems which 
would suit the students’ median level and compliment the needs of the cur-
riculum. e poetry of Blake, such as “Jerusalem”, for example, was consid-
ered to contain too many arcane, geographical and culturally specic refer-
ences such as the Christ Glastonbury Legend, the Albion Flour Mills and e 
Book Of Elijah, while concern was felt by the instructor that the poetry of 
Coleridge such as “Kubla Khan” represented other parts of the world such as 
Asia through romantic stereotypical prisms. Bertrand Russell notes that 
“Coleridge’s Kubla Khan is hardly the historical monarch of Marco Polo”, and 
further observes that “the geography of the romantics is interesting…the 
places in which it is interested are remote, Asiatic” (704)．Instead, Word-
sworth’s poetry was deemed most accessible and suitable; his verse, as he out-
lined it in the “Preface to Lyrical Ballads”, initiated the task of representing 
the lives of ordinary people and giving voice to the voiceless (250)．e in-
structor additionally felt that Wordsworth’s themes would best strike a chord 
with contemporary students, while also giing such learners new ways of 
thinking and perceiving the world around them. Modern students are pro-
vided with almost constant visual stimulation through exposure to the Inter-
net leading to an arguably growing passivity, yet Wordsworth’s poems advo-
cated the importance of self-imposed seclusion to best enable the fruitful 
acquisition of active thought and creativity. As Wordsworth observed, sense 
impressions could be recalled, crystallized and yet creatively reimagined in 
moments of poetic imagination when they ash “upon that inward eye, 
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which is the bliss of solitude” (282)．Enjoying “the bliss of solitude” to em-
ploy “the inward eye” is increasingly dicult for the modern student to expe-
rience, and it was felt that reading such poetry may oer them new vistas of 
thinking whilst boosting their reective capacities. us while such antiquat-
ed, late 18th and early 19th century poetry appeared at rst glance incommen-
surate with Japanese students’ lives and interests, the instructor believed that 
Wordsworth’s verse, if scaolded appropriately, actually contained universal 
themes which were both thematically and lexically of qualitative worth for 
modern Japanese learners.
Contending with Poetic Language
Poetic language can encapsulate abstract and complex themes in concrete, 
earthy terms through the use of metaphor and simile. It was therefore felt 
that the quickest and most benecial method of explicating students’ under-
standing of poetry was through the teaching of such poetic language. e 
mechanics of language were taught rst, and the students learnt the gram-
matical dierences between metaphor (a thing regarded as symbolic of some-
thing else which employs words such as ‘is’, ‘was’ and ‘but’) and simile (a 
comparison of one thing for another which employs words such as ‘like’ and 
‘as’)．Students were then given a number of grammar exercises where they 
were required to insert the above words into simile and metaphor sentence 
gaps, and asked to compose their own sentences using metaphor and simile 
while describing things specic to their own lives. Aer exchanging these 
ideas with their classmates, students were given two lines of poetry to read 
from Shakespeare’s famous speech from Macbeth Act 5, scene 5, in which 
Macbeth realizes, upon his wife’s death, the futility of human ambition, la-
menting that “Life’s but a walking shadow, a poor player, that struts and frets 
his hour upon the stage and then is heard no more” (867)．e students’ rst 
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task was to discuss and identify whether the lines contained an example of 
simile or an example of metaphor. Moving beyond grammar analysis, stu-
dents were then advised that the lines contained a negative theme and were 
asked them to list and discuss things which they felt negative about in their 
lives, such as friends, parents, relationships, or indeed life itself. e class was 
then required to guess which of these ideas the poem described negatively, 
and the students identied that Shakespeare’s lines depicted human life nega-
tively. Next the class was asked to discuss their favorite entertainment venues 
from a selection including restaurants, cinemas, shopping malls, sports stadi-
ums and the theatre. e class then discussed which entertainment venues 
tted the lines, and identied that a player acting in a theatre was being em-
ployed as a metaphor to describe the futility of human life in Shakespeare’s 
speech. rough performing this exercise in groups and pairs it was thus 
hoped that students would begin to perceive how grasping ostensibly chal-
lenging poetical language can aid a much deeper cultural understanding of 
the ways in which English has been, and indeed can be, creatively and imagi-
natively employed.
Visual Art and Cultural Content
Students were then introduced to the poetry of William Wordsworth, and 
were required to perform a gap ll activity for “I Wandered Lonely As a 
Cloud” (281) by studying a selection of extracted descriptive words and plac-
ing them in the correct position in the poem. e students then discussed 
which metaphors and similes were negative, such as being “lonely as a cloud” 
(p281) and which were positive, such as the “host of dancing daodils” (281) 
and “that inward eye which is the bliss of solitude” (282)．is led to a stu-
dent group discussion exercise in which the class was directed to discuss 
what points were being made about nature, and its powers to rejuvenate and 
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stimulate thought and creativity. Having read the line “For o when on my 
couch I lie” (282)，the students were then prompted to discuss things that 
they may do on a couch, such as watch TV, play computer games, eat, read, 
study and so forth before being invited to discuss the meaning and function 
of the inward eye (to sit and think deeply)，that the poet chooses to employ 
upon his couch, and why the bliss of solitude is necessary for its attainment.
Students were next asked to discuss some of the main recurring themes 
found in Studio Ghibli animated lms, such as animals versus humans and 
science and industry versus nature before discussing the same opposing dis-
courses in examples of British romantic landscape art. Students were shown 
the 1798 painting Buttermere Lake, with Part of Cromackwater, Cumberland, 
a Shower by J.M.W. Turner, and asked to describe their responses to the can-
vas through writing their own metaphorical compositions, using adjectival 
expressions such as bright, natural, calm, beautiful, and peaceful. ey were 
then required to read the Wordsworthian sonnet “Written in Very Early 
Youth” and identify whether adjectival expressions used in the poem, such as 
“calm”, “resting” or “harmony” matched their own descriptions of the Turner 
painting. ey then had to identify which of these adjectival expressions were 
metaphors or similes, and discuss the meaning of the poem in pairs. In par-
ticular, students were expected to discuss the word ‘harmony’, and, with ref-
erence to the earlier Turner canvas, identify between who or what this har-
mony might exist.
Having identied the thematic harmony between man and nature, students 
were then shown the much later 1844 Turner painting Rain, Steam, and 
Speed̶e Great Western Railway, and were again required to use adjectival 
expressions to describe it. References were made to the earlier poem and can-
vas, and students were asked to discuss whether this painting connoted har-
mony or dierence. Most of the class identied the latter, observing 
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dierences between the stone bridge and grove of trees at the le of the can-
vas, the oncoming, advancing industrial train depicted in the right of the 
painting, and the small rabbit eeing from it at the bottom of the artwork. 
ey were then asked whether they felt that modern modes of transport such 
as trains, planes and cars were ‘too much with us’, and then required to iden-
tify other aspects of modern industrial life that were ubiquitous, such as glob-
al brands, fast food chain stores, and the mass media.
Students were also instructed in the rules of basic metrical structure such 
as iambic pentameter and rhyme, before nally being introduced to the Pe-
trarchan sonnet form, and its structural and thematic dierences. For exam-
ple, while the rst 8 lines, or octave, of a Petrarchan sonnet classically forms 
an ABBA, ABBA rhyming system and deals with a problem, or conict, the 
nal 6 lines, or sestet, traditional follows a CD, CD, CD rhyme, and attempts 
to present a resolution or denouement to this conict. Having become famil-
iarized with the basic architecture and structure of the Petrarchan sonnet, 
and having also discussed the thematic problem of brand and commercial 
ubiquity in modern life, the students were then introduced to a sonnet com-
prehension task. Students performed a descriptive gap-ll reading exercise 
for the rst 8 lines, or octave, of the Wordsworth poem “e World is Too 
Much With Us” and identied how the growing industrialized world was de-
scribed and juxtaposed in relation to nature through the use of terms such as 
“lay waste” (274) and “a sordid boon” (274)．Aer having performed adjecti-
val gap ll exercises they were required to discuss the meaning of the descrip-
tive and metaphorical language in relation to the title of the poem and the 
themes they had previously addressed.
Students next identied the conict, or problem, in the octave, which be-
moaned the ubiquity of the modern industrial world, and were then asked to 
consider possible alternatives to this growing industrial encroachment, and 
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attempted to predict Wordsworth’s resolution to this problem in the sestet. 
ey were then shown a number of pictures of mythical beings and creatures 
illustrated by Studio Ghibli and discussed how such characters originating 
from Japanese folk stories are oen employed in these animated movies as an 
oppositional means of thwarting industrial growth. Students then read the -
nal part of the sonnet, and were asked to look up words such as “pagan”, 
“Proteus” and “Triton” (274) and then connect these characters to the earlier 
discussed Japanese comparisons before subsequently discussing the full 
meaning of the poem. Finally, the class was required to discuss the problems 
presented in this sonnet in direct relation to the previous sonnet, which dealt 
with the theme of encountering nature in solitude and experiencing peace 
and harmony, and were also asked to discuss the merits and demerits of 
spending time thinking and reecting, or indeed reading, in natural solitude, 
versus living an urban-based lifestyle oriented around the perpetual use of 
computer technology.
Student Class Feedback
Most of the students reacted very positively to the selections of poetry they 
studied in the classroom, which, in addition to the sonnets already discussed, 
also included “Lines Composed Upon Westminster Bridge” and “Ode: Inti-
mations of Immortality from Recollections of Early Childhood”. While the 
students appeared to become fully engaged in discussing the themes raised 
by the texts, however, the eectiveness of such an approach was further inves-
tigated through asking the students a number of post-reading general ques-
tions about their attitudes towards poetry as part of a cultural studies course. 
Unsurprisingly, almost all of the students felt that studying poetry in tandem 
with art and painting had helped them to better grasp the complexities of late 
18th and early 19th century Romantic culture. However, the most surprising 
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positive change in student opinion was related to reading and writing com-
prehension, with many students replying that they felt studying poetic lan-
guage such as metaphor and simile had helped them to better unlock the dif-
culties of English sentence form and grammar. Moreover, approximately 
70% of the class also voiced that they had developed a more positive attitude 
towards poetry aer reading it in class, indicating that the poetry lessons had 
an overall motivating eect in inspiring an interest in English poetry itself.
Conclusion
It is important to encourage and develop Japanese students’ condence in 
their ability to derive positive benets from reading English literature. e 
best literature tells us about the human condition with honesty, and shows us 
to be complex, contradictory beings living in a confusing and dicult world. 
Literature proers questions rather than delivering answers, yet in so doing it 
promotes thought, introspection and empathy, while allowing readers to 
cross time, space and, indeed, cultural borders. Literary study, such as poetry 
reading, should therefore be fostered and developed by classroom activities 
which make clear to students the purpose of their linguistic and indeed cul-
tural eorts. Literature can be constructed within its own cultural and histor-
ical frame; each text is thus an epistemologically specic artefact, and can be 
related to an ideological milieu such as the Enlightenment, the Renaissance, 
or the Age of Romanticism. In acknowledging this, English literature teachers 
in Japan have to consider how a text will be perceived from the students’ 
point of view, key it to their interests, and then scaold appropriately. As the 
poet and sometime literature teacher Mark Halliday laments in his amusing 
“Moose Failure” article when discussing an abortive attempt to teach Eliza-
beth Bishop’s “e Moose”, “sometimes art doesn’t save us, sometimes it is 
even part of the problem” (12)．For teachers, just being passionate about a 
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poem isn’t enough; distributing a foreign literary text to a classroom full of 
Japanese students and expecting them to be captivated by the beauty of the 
piece will likely result in a lack of comprehension which, sadly, will be com-
pounded by a dearth in interest. Student apathy will ultimately lead the 
teacher to feel, as Halliday describes it, “an inner voice of dark fatigue” (15)．
Today’s Japanese university learners, like all global students, are the ospring 
of the technology age, and the Internet, through providing constant visual 
stimulation, also reduces students’ capacity for sustained moments of con-
centration such as reading, making them less tolerant of demanding literary 
texts.
Yet when students become engaged in reading texts such as literature, and 
develop personal involvement, they oen report that their minds are able to 
fully concentrate “upon that inward eye, which is the bliss of solitude” (282) 
leading to enhanced focus and creativity. Enjoying ‘the bliss of solitude’, and 
being able to access ‘the inward eye’ of the reective human imagination is 
becoming more and more dicult for the modern student to experience, 
however, and such classroom reading experiences require careful planning 
and thoughtful foregrounding of literary ideas, themes and cultural back-
grounds in order to lead students successfully to literature. If teachers can 
succeed in creating situations, however, where the reading of literature be-
comes a qualitative, personal experience, it is likely, as this paper has attempt-
ed to illustrate, that introducing stimulating texts such as Wordsworth’s 
sonnets into the L2 classroom will create a deeply satisfying classroom expe-
rience of real cultural and linguistic benet. Poetry can, whilst written in real 
and authentic yet challenging language, provide vivid sensation that aords 
new cultural perspectives and unearths historic periods.
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